MEDIA RELEASE

Roosevelt Singers Perform Virtual Concert

What: Roosevelt School of the Arts P.A. Singers Create a Virtual Concert

Availability: Virtual interviews with Roosevelt vocal music director Richard Woods

The show must go on! Roosevelt School of the Arts P.A. Singers held their annual themed concert virtually this year, airing on YouTube April 22. Students filmed their solo performances from their homes – bedrooms, living rooms, backyards – by any means available to them. Roosevelt vocal music director Richard Woods compiled the performances into a stylish and entertaining presentation with a time travel theme, taking viewers through decades of classics. The virtual concert was a way of bringing students back together, virtually, and lifting spirits in this time of school closures.

YouTube Video of RSA P.A. Singers Virtual Concert

“What a joy to hear our talented Roosevelt’s P.A. Singers perform. I love that so many of our teachers and students are finding creative and alternative ways of doing things during this time of sheltering at home,” said Superintendent Bob Nelson.